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ABSTRACT
As high-performance computing infrastructures move towards ex-
ascale, the role of resource and job management systems is more
critical now than ever. Simulating batch systems to improve sched-
uling algorithms and resource management efficiency is an indis-
pensable option, as running large-scale experiments is expensive
and time-consuming. Batch-system simulators are responsible for
simulating the computing infrastructure and the types of jobs that
constitute the workload. In contrast to rigid jobs, malleable jobs can
dynamically reconfigure their resources during runtime. Although
studies indicate that malleability can improve system performance,
no simulator exists to investigate malleable scheduling policies.
In this work, we present ElastiSim, a batch-system simulator sup-
porting the combined scheduling of rigid and malleable jobs. To
facilitate the simulation, we propose a malleable workload model
and introduce a scheduling protocol that enables the evaluation
of topology-, I/O-, and progress-aware scheduling algorithms. We
validate the scaling behavior of our workload model by comparing
training runtimes of various deep-learning models against the re-
sults achieved by ElastiSim. We use real-world cluster trace files
to generate workloads and simulate various scheduling algorithms
(FCFS, SJF, DRF, SRTF) to analyze their implications on the sim-
ulated platform. The results demonstrate that real-world execu-
tions show the same scaling behavior as our proposed workload
model. We further show that ElastiSim can capture the complex
interplay between emerging workloads and modern platforms to
support algorithm designers by providing consistently meaningful
results. ElastiSim is publicly available as an open-source project on
https://github.com/elastisim.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Software and its engineering → Scheduling; • Computing
methodologies → Discrete-event simulation; • Computer sys-
tems organization → Distributed architectures.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Resource and job management systems (also referred to as batch
systems, job schedulers, or workload managers) are essential to the
efficient use of resources on large-scale and high-performance com-
puting (HPC) systems. Conventionally, batch systems are respon-
sible for scheduling jobs and providing resources in a highly con-
tentious multi-tenant environment to maximize system efficiency
and improve job completion times to satisfy user requirements.
Batch systems apply scheduling algorithms that, depending on the
objective, increase performance metrics such as system utilization,
throughput, or energy efficiency.

However, the efficient use of resources depends not only on the
applied scheduling algorithm but also on the types of jobs that
constitute the workload. Although rigid jobs, which require a pre-
defined and fixed number of resources, are still the most common
job type in HPC environments, we observe an increasing inter-
est in malleable jobs. In contrast to rigid jobs, malleable jobs can
dynamically adapt to resource reconfigurations during runtime,
providing schedulers with an additional instrument for optimiza-
tion.1 Given the rise of artificial intelligence and deep-learning
(DL) workloads in HPC environments, malleability is increasingly
becoming a subject of interest.

As large-scale experiments are expensive, time-consuming, and
resource-intensive, simulations are indispensable for studying and
improving job scheduling policies. Furthermore, continuous de-
velopment and improvement of scheduling algorithms require ex-
tensive testing and debugging, which simulations can accelerate
by multiple orders of magnitude. Thus, existing batch-system sim-
ulators such as Batsim [15] or Alea [32] allow users to integrate

1An alternative term is elastic job, which is predominant in the context of cloud
computing.
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custom scheduling algorithms to investigate their implications on
varying workloads and platform architectures. However, to the
best of our knowledge, no batch-system simulator supports the
simulation of malleable workloads. Furthermore, the increasing
interest in DL workloads, which are inherently malleable, require
highly-customized scheduling algorithms that consider the inter-
connection of graphics processing units (GPUs) or parameters such
as continuously updated progress of jobs, which existing simulators
do not support.

To expedite the development of new scheduling policies for
emerging workloads and address shortcomings of existing simu-
lation methods, we present ElastiSim, a batch-system simulator
supporting the combined scheduling of rigid and malleable jobs.
First, we propose a workload modeling approach that allows users
to describe malleable workloads efficiently using human-readable
performance models. Second, we contribute a batch-system simula-
tor, employing thoroughly validated network models provided by
SimGrid [6], to evaluate multi-objective scheduling algorithms for
malleable jobs based on our proposed workload model.

We demonstrate that our malleable workload model scales re-
alistically by comparing simulations of DL workloads with ex-
periments executed under various resource configurations on a
high-performance computing (HPC) cluster. We further establish
large-scale simulations and apply various scheduling algorithms
to demonstrate the applicability of ElastiSim under malleable and
rigid conditions.

Towards facilitating the simulation and evaluation of scheduling
algorithms for malleable workloads, our main contributions are:

• A batch-system simulator supporting the combined schedul-
ing of rigid and malleable jobs.

• A workload format to facilitate the description of malleable
workloads using performance models.

• A simulation approach for custom schedulers enabling the
evaluation of topology-, I/O-, and progress-aware scheduling
algorithms.

• A SimGrid extension to simulate large-scale malleable GPU
workloads.

• A detailed malleability study of DL training workloads.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we
give insight into job types relevant to HPC environments and the
attempts to support malleability in batch systems. Section 3 high-
lights notable work in the domain of batch-system simulations. In
Section 4, we introduce our proposed workload model and how
it facilitates describing malleable jobs and applications. Section 5
presents the architecture of ElastiSim, giving an overview of our
simulation approach and underlying models. In Section 6, we de-
scribe our experimental evaluation approach, validate our workload
model, and discuss the results achieved by ElastiSim in large-scale
simulations. Finally, we conclude our contributions and discuss
future work in Section 7.

2 BACKGROUND & MOTIVATION
To classify distinctive job characteristics, Feitelson and Rudolph [18]
proposed four job categories: (1) rigid jobs, (2) moldable jobs, (3)
evolving jobs, and (4) malleable jobs. According to this classifica-
tion, rigid jobs are the most common job type and require a fixed

number of resources throughout their execution. In the case of
moldable jobs, the job scheduler, unlike rigid jobs, can assign an
arbitrary number of resources before the job starts its execution.
The remaining two job types can flexibly expand or shrink their
resources during runtime. Evolving jobs initiate such resource re-
configurations on their own—provided that the system can conform
to the request. In the case of malleable jobs, the scheduling system
initiates resource reconfiguration, forcing the job to adapt to its
newly assigned resources. Malleable and evolving jobs are often
classified as adaptive jobs.

Malleable jobs can dynamically adapt to assigned resources and,
therefore, have great potential to improve system performance.
A well-known example of malleable workloads is the distributed
training of deep neural networks (DNN). DNNs are usually trained
using gradient descent algorithms that minimize a loss function
and select appropriate weights for the connections within neural
networks. Gradient descent algorithms are applied iteratively to
a given dataset (i.e., epoch) during training to learn and minimize
the error rate. Thus, the repetitive characteristic of DNN training
allows schedulers to reconfigure the number of allocated resources
at multiple points in time. Furthermore, the dataset is divided into
equally sized mini-batches distributed among the allocated workers,
increasing the workloads’ scalability potentials and reconfigura-
tion opportunities. Following the distribution of mini-batches, each
worker computes the local gradient and then participates in av-
eraging across all workers using all-reduce operations to obtain
the global gradient. However, as not all DNN models are equally
scalable and resource requirements often change during runtime, a
workload-aware scheduler supporting malleable jobs is crucial to
improve DNN training times.

Scheduling algorithms for adaptive jobs can enable batch sys-
tems to efficiently balance the overall system load and improve
utilization, throughput, and job completion times [12, 14, 24, 42].
To facilitate dynamic resource allocation in real environments, re-
searchers extended various workload managers to support mal-
leable (and evolving) jobs [7–10, 42]. Furthermore, as batch systems
require underlying runtime environments to support adaptation
requests, solutions such as FlexMPI [39] or Invasive MPI (iMPI) [9]
have extended the Message Passing Interface (MPI) [40] to support
malleable jobs.

As we move towards exascale environments, batch systems must
also consider a manifold of system resources in scheduling deci-
sions to efficiently exploit the dynamic characteristics of malleable
jobs. For instance, the increasing volume of I/O operations in HPC
applications can lead to bottlenecks on traditional parallel file sys-
tems (PFSs) [54] which modern HPC environments prevent using
high-performance storage systems such as burst buffers [38]. By
considering such technologies, batch systems can apply I/O-aware
scheduling algorithms to reduce PFS congestion and increase I/O
throughput [23, 33]. In addition to advanced storage resources, HPC
systems usually provide accelerators such as GPUs that, if required
by the job, batch systems also have to account for the scheduling
of those resources. Thus, evaluating novel scheduling algorithms
has become crucial to expedite and facilitate the development of
adaptive batch systems.
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3 RELATEDWORK
Numerous simulators to evaluate batch systems were developed in
previous work, and most of them fall into one of the three following
categories: (1) simulators built from scratch, (2) simulators based
on a platform simulation framework, and (3) simulators extending
an existing resource and job management system [32]. As the name
suggests, simulators built from scratch do not base their simulations
on existing frameworks. The second group of simulators employs
platform simulation frameworks such as SimGrid or GridSim [3]
and have the advantage of using validated simulation models. The
last group of simulators directly extend real-world batch systems
such as Slurm [55] and replace the actual job execution to advance
the simulation clock.

Although no current simulator provides the infrastructure and
the capability to simulate adaptive scheduling algorithms or mal-
leable workloads, we outline the main characteristics of available
batch-system simulators and highlight their differences in contrast
to our approach. Driven by numerous studies, researchers devel-
oped and published many simulators to reinforce their scheduling
approaches. Here, we focus on actively developed general-purpose
simulators comparable to our approach.

A representative simulator built from scratch is AccaSim [21], a
discrete-event simulator that divides job and resource management
into two modules (scheduler and allocator) and provides several
pre-defined resource managers. Users specify workloads in the
standard workload format (SWF) [19], a standard for rigid workload
models and real-world logs. In contrast to AccaSim, we focus on
malleable workloads that the user can specify using our proposed
application modeling approach. Similar to our approach, AccaSim
provides system metrics to the scheduler during the simulation.
While AccaSim focuses on power- and energy-aware and fault-
resistant algorithms, we focus on I/O- and progress-awareness
by periodically providing the I/O subsystem utilization and the
progress of jobs to be considered in scheduling algorithms.

Several simulators employ frameworks that simulate the underly-
ing computing infrastructure. The batch-system simulator Alea [32]
follows that approach and is built on GridSim. Alea interprets SWF
files and provides a pre-defined set of scheduling algorithms that
users must extend at the source-code level. Platforms in Alea are
specified using a custom format that comprises compute nodes,
their number of CPUs, and available memory. In contrast, we focus
on detailed platform descriptions extending SimGrid to model the
complex behavior of computations, network communications, and
advanced I/O concepts to allow the evaluation of topology-aware
scheduling algorithms.

The batch-system simulator Batsim [15] follows an approach
comparable to ElastiSim. It is based on SimGrid and allows de-
velopers to integrate algorithms in several languages based on
inter-process communication. However, Batsim does not support
malleable jobs and provides no possibility to specify performance
models describing varying workloads. ElastiSim allows users to
specify performancemodels that dynamically scale with the number
of assigned resources at runtime. Furthermore, we enable large-
scale malleable GPU simulations by providing a GPU model to
investigate scheduling algorithms for workloads that are particu-
larly predominant in fields such as deep learning.

Several approaches proposed and extended a Slurm-based simu-
lator [30, 45, 50] that reads system logs to reproduce the workload
and allows the evaluation of new algorithms with modifications to
the codebase. The simulation engine replaces system calls to bypass
actual job execution and accelerate the simulation. Although these
simulators allow a seamless integration into production environ-
ments, they require detailed knowledge about the extended batch
system. In contrast, our approach minimizes the effort to integrate
new algorithms and does not rely on real-world logs or traces to
simulate large-scale workloads.

4 WORKLOAD MODELING
The reliability of platform simulations depends highly on the work-
load executed in the simulated environment [17, 49]. To conduct
representative simulations, users can rely on real-world traces and
logs (often provided in standard formats such as SWF) or models
that generate workloads derived from such logs, both available on
public archives such as the parallel workloads archive [19]. Existing
simulators, therefore, are either compatible with standard formats
or propose a workload modeling approach for users to describe
customized workloads. Custom modeling approaches usually de-
scribe workloads as a sequence of jobs with profiles representing
the simulated application. These profiles can be as simple as ap-
plication runtimes or more sophisticated, such as the number of
floating-point operations or transferred bytes in network communi-
cations. As we tackle the simulation of malleable jobs, we face the
necessity of workload models that consider application scalability
and malleable characteristics, such as the overhead introduced by
runtime reconfigurations.

To cover a broad range of applications, we studied workload
characterizations on large-scale systems, indicating that applica-
tions often alternate between compute and I/O phases and that I/O
requests are usually bursty [5, 31]. In addition, the rapid surge of
interest in artificial intelligence and deep learning [29] over the last
decade has driven technologies to catch up with the ever-increasing
demand for GPU computations and communications. Considering
the demands of modern workloads, we propose a workload model-
ing approach comprising jobs and application models. While jobs
hold properties relevant to the scheduler, the application model
reproduces the behavior of real-world applications in simulated
environments. Our proposed application model comprises phases
to rebuild the lifecycles of applications and tasks to cover typi-
cal activities of HPC applications. To address the requirements of
malleable workloads, we employ performance models that scale
with the number of resources and introduce runtime penalties on
dynamic reconfigurations. Figure 1 portrays a high-level overview
of our workload modeling approach, which we describe in the rest
of this section.

4.1 Workload structure
We define a workload as a set of jobs arriving in the system, avail-
able for the scheduler to assign resources. ElastiSim supports rigid,
moldable, and malleable jobs holding several properties, such as
arrival time, the requested number of resources, or arguments used
in performance models (see Section 4.2.2). In addition to proper-
ties, each job holds an underlying application model representing
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Figure 1: Our proposedworkloadmodeling approach includ-
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bution patterns, and the execution flow. Filled arrow heads
in the workload structure represent mandatory, and hollow
arrow heads optional relationships.

the simulated application, which users can describe following a
hierarchical building-block approach. Each application contains
phases to model various stages within the application’s lifecycle,
and each phase is populated with tasks, representing simulated
activities such as computations, network communication, or I/O op-
erations. If specified, phases and tasks can further enable repetitions
to facilitate designing repetitive workloads.

Considering malleable jobs, we require the application model to
allow reconfiguration requests of the scheduler at specific points
during runtime. Thus, we introduce scheduling points that are placed
between all phases—and at the end of all phase repetitions—of
malleable jobs by default. Scheduling points are locations where
an application can expand or shrink its resources if the scheduler
requests a reconfiguration.

However, runtime reconfigurations can create additional over-
head as the application adapts to its new configuration. Possible
sources for introduced overhead can be newly assigned compute
nodes required to fetch application data from the PFS or data redis-
tribution [39]. We define that overhead as reconfiguration penalty
and allow users to define an optional reconfiguration and expansion
phase. The reconfiguration phase specifies tasks executed on all
resources after a reconfiguration occurs. On the other hand, the
expansion phase specifies tasks executed only on newly allocated
resources (i.e., expanded resources). We further provide a particular

initialization phase to specify tasks executed only on the initial
configuration of a job.

4.2 Tasks & payloads
Tasks in ElastiSim represent the activities that generate the actual
load on the simulated platform, targeting various resources. To
specify resource utilization, we introduce task payloads describing
the amount of work that has to be processed, such as floating-point
operations (FLOPs) or the number of bytes to communicate.2 We
distinguish three types of tasks, each carrying a different type of
payload: (1) compute, (2) I/O, and (3) generic delays. Compute tasks
are specified using the number of FLOPs to process and can target
either CPUs or GPUs. To simulate I/O operations, users specify
the number of bytes to read or write and choose a storage system
(PFS or burst buffer). Delay tasks are generic time-based activities
specified by the duration to occupy assigned resources. To increase
the flexibility of our application model, we further introduce se-
quence tasks, which are generic containers that can contain any
task—sequences included. Sequence tasks allow users to model ir-
regularities in simulated applications, such as checkpointing to the
PFS by combining various tasks in a repeated sequence before the
checkpoint takes place.

Although defining explicit communication tasks are optional,
compute tasks implicitly impose communication payloads. Such
a paradigm has two main advantages: (1) it allows users to over-
lap computation and communication, and (2) depending on the
resource (CPU or GPU), the communication takes place using differ-
ent network links. In the case of GPU tasks, the simulator considers
communication of GPU devices on the same host as intra-node
communication (e.g., NVLink) and with devices on other hosts as
inter-node communication (e.g., InfiniBand).

4.2.1 Payload distribution patterns. To define the distribution of
payloads among resources, we introduce payload distribution pat-
terns. We distinguish two types of patterns; regular and commu-
nication patterns. While regular patterns define payload distribu-
tion for compute, I/O, and delay tasks, communication patterns
define payload distribution in communication tasks. We support
two regular patterns that define whether each allocated resource
processes the specified payload (uniform) or whether the payload
is distributed evenly (total). On the other hand, communication
patterns construct communication matrices specifying the num-
ber and direction of exchanged bytes among resources. ElastiSim
currently supports all-to-all, ring, and master-worker patterns to
cover common communication scenarios in HPC applications.

In the case of rigid jobs, we support an additional method of
defining payloads. As the number of resources is known prior to
execution, users can manually define resource utilization using a
vector or a matrix to describe task payloads that are not generated
based on patterns.

4.2.2 Performance Models. To allow dynamic payload adjustments
for malleable workloads, we use performance models that scale
with the number of assigned resources. Performance models are

2Although payloads are commonly used in telecommunication to describe the content
of a message, we use the term payload as the load a task carries independent of its
type.
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human-readable mathematical models that characterize application
behavior under various resource configurations. These models de-
scribe metrics such as the number of FLOPs, the number of bytes
sent through the network, or simply the application runtime. Users
can describe performance models by inspecting applications, or
using tools such as Extra-P [4] to facilitate creating models by em-
pirically analyzing the application under multiple configurations.
Performance models in ElastiSim can depend on the number of as-
signed resources (compute nodes or GPUs) and arguments specified
in job properties. The simulation runtime evaluates performance
models to update the payloads at every task (re)configuration utiliz-
ing the mathematical expression library ExprTk [41]. In addition to
various mathematical functions and operations, ExprTk supports
control structures such as ternary conditions or string operations,
allowing users to describe varying workloads using the same ap-
plication and performance models dependent on the provided job
arguments.

5 ELASTISIM ARCHITECTURE
According to the classification introduced in Section 3, ElastiSim
is classified as a simulator based on a platform simulation frame-
work. Such frameworks facilitate the simulation of computing in-
frastructures and expose an API to integrate the framework into
higher-level software.

State-of-the-art platform simulation frameworks are discrete-
event simulators that model networks either using a packet-level or
flow-level approach. Packet-level simulators such as CODES [11]
model every network activity as a particular event in the simulation.
Given the excessively high number of packets routed through the
network in large-scale computing infrastructures, packet-level sim-
ulators can be extraordinarily resource-intensive and often require
distributed memory architectures. Flow-level simulators such as
SimGrid [6] define network communication as data flows consum-
ing the available bandwidth on network links. Each link has a pre-
defined capacity (i.e., bandwidth), and each flow has a specific rate
describing the bandwidth consumption. The sum of all flow rates
on a link must not exceed its predefined capacity. Although recent
packet-level approaches present promising results [1], flow-level
simulations remain significantly faster than consolidated packet-
level simulators, as they do not model every network packet as an
individual event [16, 20].

Even though packet-level simulators are closer to real packet-
switched networks, we focus on fast but reliable simulations of
entire platforms (including computational resources) rather than
a fine-grained analysis of the network and the effects of various
packet routing mechanisms. We, therefore, establish batch-system
and platform simulations using a flow-level backend to enable
fast and scalable simulations on widely available commodity hard-
ware such as laptops. SimGrid’s flow-level approach is highly scal-
able [2, 43], validated [53], and used in hundreds of publications [27]
making it the ideal candidate to provide platform simulations for
ElastiSim.

SimGrid supports various distributed computing systems (e.g.,
HPCs, clouds, and grids) primarily composed of hosts, network
links, and routes describing the underlying network infrastructure.
Computing systems in SimGrid are described by platform files that
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rithm, and input and output files. Our extensions to the sim-
ulation engine are highlighted in bold text. Compute nodes
are part of the simulation engine and system actors as they
are considered resources but also continuously interact with
the batch system.

either specify predefined topologies (e.g., dragonfly, fat tree, or
torus) or describe individual hosts and their network interconnect.
SimGrid hosts represent computing units defined by their com-
putational power (i.e., floating-point operations per second) and
additional resources such as hard disks. To establish communica-
tion, hosts utilize network links that can be assigned to multiple
routes, simulating shared bandwidth on the underlying topology.

However, SimGrid is not a simulator but a versatile simulation
framework building the foundation for other simulators to inves-
tigate platform utilization in various scenarios. Thus, we extend
SimGrid to establish malleable batch system simulations and de-
scribe our proposed system architecture, models, and actors in the
rest of this section.

5.1 System overview
ElastiSim is a simulator written in C++ that employs and extends
SimGrid features to establish the simulation of an entire batch
system and all interacting actors. We introduce resource manage-
ment based on the allocation of compute nodes, extend SimGrid
to support GPUs, introduce PFS and burst buffer semantics, and
model every interaction relevant to workload management in large-
scale distributed computing infrastructures. We further establish
interfaces for users to integrate their scheduling algorithms using
inter-process communication and propose a scheduling protocol
that allows the evaluation of adaptive scheduling algorithms for
malleable workloads. As illustrated in Figure 2, we propose an ar-
chitecture that separates the concerns of platform simulations, the
management of events initiated by system actors, and the schedul-
ing algorithm provided by the user.

To run simulations, users have to provide multiple inputs. The
scheduling algorithm is the essential input that receives informa-
tion from the batch system and forwards scheduling decisions.
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Scheduling algorithms are separate processes running individually
outside ElastiSim, establishing the connection using the network-
ing library ZeroMQ [26]. This design allows users to integrate
interfaces and develop algorithms in any language supported by
ZeroMQ. We support and provide a Python interface in the cur-
rent version of ElastiSim. Using the proposed scheduling protocol
(see Section 5.5), users can forward schedule decisions to ElastiSim.
To describe the simulated platform, we rely on SimGrid platform
descriptions, which the user extends with ElastiSim-specific prop-
erties. We use these properties to introduce advanced semantics
for storage systems (see Section 5.2) or extended features such as
GPUs (Section 5.3). To simulate different scenarios, users provide
the workload model consisting of jobs and application models as
described in Section 4. Lastly, by providing a configuration file,
users can define simulation parameters such as the scheduling or
monitoring interval. ElastiSim provides detailed outputs and visu-
alizations, including job- and schedule-centric results and resource
utilization as comma-separated value (CSV) files.

5.2 Storage model
ElastiSim provides the semantics for two types of storage systems,
parallel file systems, and node-local burst buffers. Here, we describe
our simulation approach for both storage systems.

5.2.1 Parallel file system. We provide semantics for parallel file
systems (PFSs) by modeling them as dedicated nodes representing
a storage system with distributed access behind a single namespace
that users can indicate in the provided platform file. Our approach
allows the PFS to be accessed via numerous routes, effectively
increasing the bandwidth if accessed in parallel. To limit the band-
width of the underlying file system, users attach a network link at
the last level to specify the maximum available bandwidth. Using
asymmetric routes, the PFS can provide independent read and write
bandwidths. Such a simple yet effective model allows us to study
the effects of data transfer in networks and identify bottlenecks
during data-intensive workload phases.

5.2.2 Burst buffer. Modern HPC environments include an addi-
tional high-performance storage layer between compute nodes and
the PFS—the burst buffer (BB). Two representative architectures are
predominant in HPC environments: node-local and remote-shared
BBs. Node-local BB architectures provide high-bandwidth storage
on compute nodes, while remote-shared BBs are dedicated high-
performance storage systems located in the network accessible by
all compute nodes through a global namespace. ElastiSim supports
node-local BBs that users can specify in the platform description
to generate BBs on compute nodes. Each burst buffer task spec-
ified in the application model targets the local BBs of assigned
compute nodes. Although developers can accelerate applications
using node-local BBs, compute nodes can only access their local
BBs, narrowing the use cases such architectures can support. To
enable data sharing and collective access on node-local BBs, file
systems such as BeeOND [51] or GekkoFS [52] introduce wide
striping. Wide-striped file systems combine the storage space of
all node-local disks assigned to a particular job and provide access
behind a single namespace. ElastiSim supports both node-local BB
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approaches, exclusive and wide-striped access. In the case of wide-
striped file systems, ElastiSim automatically introduces network
communication for each BB task, representing striped access to
local disks of distinct compute nodes.

5.3 GPU model
Our GPU model considers multiple GPUs per compute node, con-
nected using dedicated links. As SimGrid does not support GPUs, we
provide them as separate computational resources utilized during
task execution. Users specify the number of GPUs per node, their
computational performance, and the bandwidth of each connecting
GPU link. As compute nodes are the primary resources assigned to
jobs, we distribute GPU computations among the requested GPUs
located on the assigned compute node. Communications among
GPUs on a compute node utilize the specified GPU links (intra-
node communication). In contrast, communications among GPUs
on distinct nodes utilize the corresponding network links of the
compute node, creating traffic on the underlying platform topology
(inter-node communication).

5.4 System actors
ElastiSim is a discrete-event simulator modeling all components of
the simulated system as separated modules. To integrate individual
simulation logic and generate activities on the platform, we intro-
duce actors for all modules to simulate their corresponding roles,
such as the job submitter or the batch system. All actors run concur-
rently and exchange information when relevant events occur (e.g.,
job submission). As shown in Figure 3, ElastiSim is composed of
three interacting (job submitter, batch system, and compute nodes)
and one observing actor (monitoring).

The first actor initiating events in the simulation is the job sub-
mitter, reading the provided workload file and initiating events to
inform the batch system of incoming jobs at the specified submis-
sion times.
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The batch system is the central unit representing the bridging
element between the user and the platform, including compute
nodes. It queues jobs submitted by the user and is responsible
for periodically invoking the scheduling algorithm. Although the
scheduling algorithm lives outside the simulator, the batch system
considers the algorithm as an integral component of itself. The batch
system is further responsible for resource management, allocating
compute nodes for jobs specified in the schedule decision.

We define compute nodes as the primary resources managed by
the batch system. Compute nodes are considered resources but, at
the same time, actors as well. They are permanently in contact with
the batch system, forwarding the progress of executed jobs and
communicating scheduling points and job completions. Compute
nodes receive allocation requests from the batch system and are
the only components performing activities that create load on the
platform, which is observable by the monitoring module.

The monitoring module periodically gathers performance met-
rics to provide detailed simulation outputs. The observed metrics
include CPU and GPU utilization per node, the overall network
activity, and the load on the I/O subsystem.

5.5 Scheduling protocol
The scheduling protocol defines the communication, and the ex-
changed information between the simulated batch system, the
scheduling algorithm, and compute nodes. The batch system in-
vokes the algorithm periodically in a user-defined interval to allow
reconfigurations of malleable jobs during runtime. Users might also
specify flags to invoke the scheduling algorithm on job submission
and completion. We allow users to specify minimum scheduling
intervals to prevent multiple invocations during short periods (e.g.,
a high number of job submissions within a short period).

Each invocation contains the following information gathered
at the time of invocation: (1) the job queue, (2) the state of each
compute node, and (3) the utilization of the I/O subsystem. We
include running jobs in the job queue that report their progress to
facilitate the development of progress-aware scheduling algorithms.
The progress is defined by the number of completed and the total
number of phases (excluding initialization, reconfiguration, or ex-
pansion phases). The reported state of each compute node includes
assigned jobs and GPU allocations. Lastly, the invocation includes
the monitored utilization of the I/O subsystem to identify potential
bottlenecks and enable I/O-aware schedules.

The scheduling algorithm is responsible for assigning compute
nodes to jobs. Each node can be assigned to a job individually, en-
abling topology-aware schedules (e.g., assigning neighboring nodes
to the same job). ElastiSim also supports the oversubscription of
compute nodes, in which case the jobs running on one compute
node share its resources. After making the schedule decision, the al-
gorithm returns the list of node assignments for all configured and
reconfigured jobs. In the case of initial job configurations, the batch
system applies scheduling decisions immediately and allocates the
corresponding nodes. Reconfigurations are stored separately and
applied when the job reaches its next scheduling point. The batch
system updates the state of malleable jobs that have a pending
reconfiguration to allow the scheduling algorithm to (or not to)

consider them in upcoming iterations. In addition to job configura-
tions, the scheduling algorithm can flag jobs for termination. The
batch system applies job terminations immediately.

6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To evaluate our proposed simulator, we established two experiments
to (1) validate our workload and application model and (2) assess
the applicability of our simulator by comparing various scheduling
policies under malleable and rigid conditions. We built a foundation
for our experiments to represent popular HPC workloads by train-
ing various deep-learning (DL) models as a test case for malleable
applications using multiple configurations on a GPU cluster. To
validate the correctness of our workload and application model,
we rebuilt the utilized GPU cluster in ElastiSim, described the DL
models as malleable applications that scale with the number of
assigned GPUs, and compared the runtimes with the simulation
results. We further conducted large-scale workload simulations de-
rived from trace files from a state-of-the-art DL cluster and applied
multiple scheduling algorithms to gain insight into the achieved
performances by each algorithm.

6.1 Experimental setup
Testbed. To validate our workload and application model, we
trained various convolutional neural networks (CNNs) on a GPU
cluster with different configurations ranging from one to eight
compute nodes, with each node containing four NVIDIA Tesla
V100 16GB GPUs that were all allocated during the experiments.
We trained the CNNs using the distributed DL training framework
Horovod [47] 0.24.2 with PyTorch 1.11, and CUDA 11.5 with models
from torchvision 0.12. We measured the execution time of the for-
ward pass, backward pass, gradient update, and all-reduce operation
using NVIDIA Nsight 2022.1.1. Moreover, all ElastiSim simulations
were performed on an AMD Ryzen 7 PRO 4750U mobile CPU.

Workload setting.We randomly chose 400 jobs from traces of the
Microsoft DL cluster Philly [28] to simulate various DL workloads.
We used the submission times provided in the trace file. However,
the trace file does not include any information about the DL model
and dataset trained in each job. Therefore, we randomly assigned
DL models to each job that we have modeled as an application
model for the simulation. Furthermore, we set a random epoch
size for each job, ranging from 50 to 100. We applied the evaluated
scheduling algorithms to the same workload to guarantee a fair
comparison.

Simulated platform. For our simulations, we rebuilt the GPU
cluster on which we conducted our experiments in ElastiSim. The
GPU cluster is organized in a fat-tree topology and has a dedicated
GPU partition on which each node contains four GPUs. The GPUs
are fully connected using duplex links, each with a bandwidth of
25 GB/s (intra-node connection). Compute nodes are connected
using two network interface controllers (NICs), each providing a
bandwidth of 100 Gbit/s (inter-node connection). For our large-
scale simulations of various scheduling algorithms, we modeled a
dragonfly topology with 192 nodes, each equipped with four GPUs.
We increased the intra-node connection of GPUs to 50 GB/s per
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Figure 4: Training times per epoch of real and simulated
training.

link and further equipped each node with four NICs with a total
bandwidth of 800 Gbit/s (200 Gbit/s per link).

6.2 Deep-learning application model
As described in Section 2, DL is a popular workload providing
malleable characteristics through its inherently repetitive pattern.
We validate our workload and application model by replicating the
distributed training of convolutional neural networks (CNNs) using
the approach described in Section 4. Furthermore, as ElastiSim
supports job arguments, we simulate various CNNs and datasets
without modifying the underlying application model. Thus, we
pass the number of activations and parameters of the DL model in
addition to the size of the dataset as job arguments. Using these
properties has a significant advantage in that we are not required
to perform any real training or runtime measurements to describe
the scalability of DL applications.

Defined by our application model, each compute node initially
reads the training and validation dataset from the PFS. If the sched-
uler assigns additional nodes during runtime, each newly allocated
node must perform the same task as a reconfiguration penalty be-
fore taking part in the simulated DL training. We model each epoch
as a recurrent phase, implicitly creating scheduling points allowing
the scheduler to resize the resources after each epoch. We further
simulate a training step for each batch on a GPU as a sequence of
tasks, repeated for the number of batches divided by the number of
allocated GPUs.

Every DL training step consists of three sub-tasks. We choose
to model these tasks as they are compute- and communication-
intensive and contribute directly to the overall job runtime.

(1) Forward/backward pass: We simulate the forward and
backward pass of the DL model with one batch of data by
two sequential delay tasks. As the number of activations cor-
relates highly with the inference time [44], we estimate the
duration of these two tasks by a function (i.e., performance
model) that scales with the number of activations of the DL
model.

(2) Gradient synchronization: The synchronization of gra-
dient updates among GPUs are simulated using a ring all-
reduce communication pattern, which is commonly used for
this objective in frameworks such as Horovod. The payload
of this task is the number of the parameters in the DL model,
split into 2 × (N − 1) communication steps, where N is the
number of allocated GPUs.

(3) Gradient update: The synchronized gradient updates are
applied to the local DL models on each GPU. We estimate
the duration of this step with a function that scales with the
number of parameters in the DL model.

At the end of each epoch, a final computational task that scales
equally to the forward pass simulates the validation step of the DL
training. Additionally, the trained DL model may checkpoint to the
PFS after a specified number of epochs, provided as an argument
in the job specification.

Runtime analysis. We measured the epoch runtimes for Mo-
bileNetV2 [46], ResNet18-50 [22], VGG16 [48], Alexnet [35], and
SqueezeNet [25] with the training dataset from CIFAR-10 [34], con-
taining 50000 images upscaled to 224x224 pixels and the batch
size of 64. We then simulated the training of the same DL mod-
els and dataset using the described application model to compare
the measured runtimes with the simulated runtimes achieved by
ElastiSim.

Figure 4 presents the duration of an epoch for the real and sim-
ulated training for different numbers of nodes. Our results show
that our simulated application model has similar runtimes to Mo-
bileNetV2, ResNet18, ResNet50, and VGG16, with a relative error
of 5.3–17.2%. However, for AlexNet and SqueezeNet, we notice that
relative errors increase compared to real runtimes. We observed
that such a higher error rate is due to our performance model that
cannot fully capture the runtime of the gradient update within
the DL training. Furthermore, the relative error of the forward and
backward passes is higher if they are less computationally intensive.
We believe that using larger models and batch sizes would address
this issue. Nonetheless, we can observe that the simulated scaling
behavior is preserved for all node configurations, which is partic-
ularly evident in the case of AlexNet, which yields higher epoch
runtimes on two allocated nodes (i.e., eight GPUs) than on one
allocated node. Although the relative error in runtime for AlexNet
is higher than for the other simulated DL models, this particular
behavior is reproduced in the simulated results. Considering the
intra- and inter-node communication between GPUs and compute
nodes, our results indicate that our simulation approach can capture
the behavior of such complex workloads.
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Figure 5:Wait and turnaround times for the evaluated sched-
uling policies.

6.3 Scheduling algorithms
We simulated the training of various DL models on a cluster with
192 (i.e., 768 GPUs) compute nodes using two rigid and four mal-
leable scheduling policies. The simulated rigid scheduling algo-
rithms comprise first come first serve (FCFS) and shortest job first
(SJF). While we extend FCFS and SJF to support malleability, we
provide two additional scheduling algorithms for malleable jobs:
dominant resource first (DRF) and shortest remaining time first
(SRTF).

FCFS processes jobs in the order of their arrival time. To increase
system utilization, we extend the rigid FCFS algorithm to backfill
jobs without preventing delays of jobs that have arrived earlier. SJF
estimates the expected job duration by combining epoch size and
the iteration time, approximated using the performance model of
the backward pass. We use the backward pass because it correlates
with the iteration time, making it suitable to estimate the remaining
time compared to other jobs, depending on the trained model. The
malleable version of SJF uses the same estimation to expand jobs
during runtime. DRF prioritizes jobs for resource assignment based
on their dominant resource share (i.e., the number of GPUs). SRTF
is a progress-aware algorithm estimating the remaining time using
the job progress information provided by ElastiSim.

Figure 5 presents the wait times in the queue and the turnaround
times spanning from job submission to completion as box plots.
Rigid FCFS results in the highest wait and turnaround times as it
sequentially schedules incoming jobs, except for a small number
of backfilled jobs. Furthermore, we can observe that the malleable
counterparts of FCFS and SJF perform better than the rigid version.
Malleable SJF and SRTF deliver the best performance among all
scheduling algorithms, as they both consider the duration of jobs
or even the progress, as in the case of SRTF. However, the outliers
in wait and turnaround times of the SJF and SRTF algorithms in-
dicate that they favor shorter jobs, leading to some jobs that are
de-prioritized and remain in the queue for longer durations.

In Figure 6, we show the waiting and running times of the jobs
applying the evaluated scheduling algorithms. The batch system
sequentially assigns job IDs based on the submission time. We ob-
serve that malleability decreases scheduling makespans compared
to their rigid counterparts (21 % for FCFS, 18 % for SJF). Further-
more, we can immediately identify the characteristics of the FCFS
algorithm allocating resources to jobs consecutively based on their

order of arrival. As the DRF algorithm initially assigns the mini-
mum number of resources to jobs, we can identify a stepped pattern
indicating that multiple jobs start simultaneously. For SRTF, the
results show that shorter jobs are scheduled earlier, and longer jobs
remain longer in the queue, confirming the observation of outliers
in Figure 5.

The results demonstrate that ElastiSim provides a robust simula-
tion infrastructure for scheduling malleable and rigid workloads.
The evaluated outputs give valuable job- and schedule-centric in-
sights and allow algorithm designers and engineers to develop
novel scheduling approaches that consider the interplay of emerg-
ing workloads and the underlying platform architecture.

7 CONCLUSION & OUTLOOK
In this paper, we presented ElastiSim, a batch-system simulator
supporting the combined scheduling of rigid and malleable jobs.
We proposed a workload modeling approach based on performance
models and established batch-system simulations compatible with
platforms that introduce advanced storage system semantics and
enable large-scale GPU simulations. Our proposed scheduling ap-
proach facilitates the evaluation of novel schedulers that are re-
quired to consider a manifold of system resources and deal with
the intricacies of emerging workloads. Furthermore, we conducted
experiments to validate the correctness of our workload and appli-
cation model and performed simulations of large-scale workloads
derived from trace files of a large-scale DL cluster. Our results
demonstrate that our proposed workload model represents the be-
havior of real-world workloads, and ElastiSim provides meaningful
results under malleable and rigid conditions.

For future versions of ElastiSim, we plan several updates tar-
geting the underlying simulation architecture and scheduling se-
mantics. The first update will introduce remote-shared burst buffer
support to simulate and cover more data-intensive workload sce-
narios. Established solutions (e.g., Cray’s DataWarp [36] or DDN’s
Infinite Memory Engine [13]) introduce advanced semantics such as
transparent caching [37], automatically migrating data to the PFS,
which we plan to support by simulating the implied behavior and its
effects on the platform. Additionally, we plan to provide advanced
semantics for workflows to support dependencies among jobs in
ElastiSim. Lastly, as we already support scalable workloads, we
plan to extend our application model with reconfiguration requests
initiated by the application to support evolving jobs.
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